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Eusebius of Caesarea (c. 260/264–339) is among Christian writers whom 
Classicists and ancient historians can study with the most interest and profit. 
Practitioner of a host of literary genres, he wrote the first complete church 
history, the first universal chronology in antiquity, a biography and panegyric 
on the first Christian emperor, massive apologetic works that drew on an 
extensive knowledge of Greek philosophy, history, and rhetoric, biblical 
commentaries, controversial theology, pedagogical works, and various 
instrumenta studiorum for biblical exegesis. The custodian of the greatest 
Christian library, he became the premier Christian scholar of his generation. 
Two generations of recent scholarship have done a great deal to shed light on 
his literary innovations and to free him from the older stigma of being a mere 
compiler and imperial flatterer. A compiler he certainly was, yet his choice and 
arrangement of materials, and the sheer quantitative reliance he put on 
quotation, are now recognized as part of a greater authorial program. Current 
scholarship has also put him more firmly in his own time – the Roman 
Empire’s transition to the Dominate and to endorsement of Christianity – and 
in his place, Caesarea Maritima, then the provincial capital of Roman Palestine.  

James Corke-Webster, Lecturer in Roman History at King’s College in 
London, brings a Classicist’s and an ancient historian’s training to bear on 
Eusebius’ most important work, the Ecclesiastical History. That book, he 
thinks, has not yet received its due as the highly personal product of its learned 
author. Older work focused on Eusebius’ handling of his sources, more recent 
study on his reliability or lack of it as a historical witness of Christianity’s 
transition from persecution to toleration and patronage. Following the 
‘linguistic turn’ in historiography, Corke-Webster is more interested in how 
Eusebius constructed a picture of the Christian church and of the form of 
Christianity that he believed most fitted the values and needs of Graeco-
Roman society. His close reading of Eusebius’ history as a literary production 
thus presses home the thesis that Eusebius’ Christians (as Eusebius presented 
them) were better Romans than the Romans themselves:  

 
Eusebius’ History is no simple recap of the first three centuries of Christianity. 
It is a dramatic attempt to create a new vision of Christianity, in a new form, 
for a new world. Produced in the aftermath of the tetrarchic experiment as the 
Empire slid back into sole rule, and in an atmosphere of increasing political 
sympathy toward Christianity that followed its lowest ebb, the History was 
written for Eusebius’ fellow elite provincial Christians. That meant, in the first 
instance, those other clerics who shared, as he did, the mores and stereotypes 



 
 

of their elite and educated non-Christian neighbors … It was at such a 
watershed, and for such an audience, that Eusebius – in part from materials at 
his disposal, in part by free composition – gave Christianity its first History. (p. 
84) 

 
The book has three parts and eight chapters, with an introduction and a 

conclusion. Part I introduces Eusebius and his age, with special attention to the 
local circumstances of his setting in Caesarea, a city of diverse population, 
which became a center of Christian learning after the great Christian 
intellectual Origen moved there from Alexandria around 232. Corke-
Webster’s Eusebius is thoroughly the product of the Caesarean-Alexandrian 
tradition (p. 53). Chapter 2 of Part I introduces readers to the peculiar shape 
of Eusebius’ history, which is not at all conventional narrative history, but 
rather a conglomerate of national history, literary and philosophical history, 
and collective biography (pp. 72–77). (Eusebius’ emphasis is very much on 
writers, and a strength of Eusebius and Empire is its integration of the 
Ecclesiastical History with the Martyrs of Palestine.) The individuals who are 
profiled are meant to be exemplary embodiments of intellectual and moral 
temperance and authoritative leadership. 

The argumentative and innovative heart of Eusebius and Empire is Part II. 
Four chapters treat ‘Christian Intellectuals’ (Chapter 3, pp. 89–120), ‘Christian 
Ascetics’ (Chapter 4, pp. 120–48), ‘Christian Families’ (Chapter 5, pp. 149–
74), and ‘Christian Martyrs’ (Chapter 6, pp. 175–211). Each chapter seeks to 
demonstrate how Eusebius’ history moderated features of Christian extremism 
in culture and society that Eusebius deemed unsettling or offensive to 
Hellenized Roman elites, reframing them with virtues praised by those elites. 
In Part III, Chapter 7, ‘The Church’ (pp. 215–48), pulls together the analyses 
in Part II for a composite portrait of the Christian church as an institution built 
on a succession of authoritative teachers, linked by the epistolary habit into an 
ecumenical network, and battle-hardened to cope with internal division and 
dissent. Chapter 8, ‘The Church and Rome’ (pp. 249–79), then puts the 
Empire itself into Eusebius’ historical construction by examining Eusebius’ 
efforts to exculpate the Empire for persecuting Christianity, though here he 
can’t help but revisit fairly well-known territory.  

Eusebius and Empire is thoroughly researched, clearly argued, and well 
grounded both in current and older scholarship on the many topics it touches. 
Its intense focus on the construction of the Ecclesiastical History is nevertheless 
productive, though this reviewer was surprised that the Chronicle, written in 
tandem with the History, did not get more attention. Its emphasis on Eusebius’ 
trimming of Christian radicalism addresses a highly important aspect of 
Eusebius’ apologetic agenda and is generally convincing, even if certain details 
and shading are open to debate.  The author correctly notes Eusebius’ greater 



 
 

affinity for Clement of Alexandria than for Origen on all the subjects under 
review. Particularly successful is Chapter 3, ‘Christian Intellectuals’ (pp. 89–
120), where the author shows how Eusebius’ subtle use of quotation and 
precedent lets him retroject onto earlier generations his vision of Christian 
intellectualism as the special enterprise and prerogative of the clergy rather 
than of charismatic teachers like Clement and Origen, whom Eusebius tries to 
domesticate.  

This reviewer would dispute, however, Corke-Webster’s rather caviling 
treatment of Origen’s response to the second-century pagan critic Celsus on 
Christian loyalty to the emperor when he was fighting just wars (pp. 273–74). 
Origen was not ‘tied up in sophistry’ (p. 274) by insisting that Christians were 
most loyal by praying for the emperor, he did not ‘prevaricate’ (p. 278). For 
Origen, Christian prayer really was the most powerful assistance the emperor 
needed. On Eusebius on celibacy and families: it is an overstatement to say that 
Eusebius’ writings ‘celebrate’ marriage (p. 136). Eusebius’ distinction of two 
ways of life in the Christian community does indeed validate the secondary 
piety conceded to the married, those who labored in the world, the soldiers, 
etc. But these were merely a distinctly inferior second best. And Corke-
Webster does not mention, in his discussion of a lost work of Eusebius on the 
polygamy and fecundity of the Old Testament patriarchs (pp. 46, 128–29), 
that according to Eusebius, God conceded this only because the human race 
was in its infancy – hence Christianity’s privileging of celibacy now that the 
world was full of people. On the other hand, it was clever of him to frame 
Eusebius’ surprising readiness to advertise non-canonical traditions about the 
role of the family of Jesus for a century of leadership in the original Christian 
community in Jerusalem, in terms of Eusebius’ apologetic defense of the family 
(pp. 149–52).  

A real contribution of Eusebius and Empire is that it builds on the 
recognition of some current scholarship on Eusebius that, for all Eusebius’ 
devotion to Constantine, his fundamental orientation was always the universal, 
hierarchical Christian ekklēsia (p. 283), not the Roman Empire. But Corke-
Webster shows us how Eusebius plays on the church’s tensile strength in the 
face of schism, heresy, and persecution (even when he was unhistorical in 
doing so), as the very kind of institutional and personal endurance that the 
Empire now needed. And he demonstrates this not with reference to the 
political theology of the Constantinian panegyrical literature, but to Eusebius’ 
construction of the entire history of the church going back to Jesus and the 
apostles. That is not an apologetic program Eusebius concocted in order to 
serve the new master of the universe (p. 83). It was one he had always believed. 
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